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I can't unlock Merit because there are too many template attempts. answered anonymousWorked on TE n850 or that this pos had to enter 9839837 to make it work answered to anonymousThank you so much (star)983 (star)987 worked on my phone!!!   replied anonymous ... It works for 5 tablets and 3 x TE phone brands I've tried.   Answered AnonymousIt's
the correct code that works: 983987 stars don't come so the 983 star's 983 star 987.   answered anonymous Save you guys that was very helpful, works!! Cheers responded to an anonymous manual reset not working; and 983987 responded to an anonymous emergency press call in idle mode. In the phone dialer enter 983987 , then the system will ask the
master of the record to reset the click normally, and then the phone will restart and you will be able to use the phone to go to the emergency dialer and click 983987 and you should be able to reset it. THIS USELESS YOU can't TYPE - ON EMERGENCY CALL responded to anonymous983987 for the plant to reset all user data will erase after the reset of the
phone answered anonymousgo on the emergency phone and click 983987, and you should be able to reset it answered anonymously ... To plant reset the interface and the customer can reset the phone ...   replied anonymous ... At the plant reset the interface and the customer can reset the phone ... ... The phone will be locked. In this case, the menu will
be ... you will need to perform a plant reset operation by introducing recovery mode... Navigation. Choose Wipe Data/Factory Reset and reboot your phone. Teh...   Si tienes problemas en tu cete de TracFone, como bloqueos o fallos temporal, un reseteo puede ser la soluci'n. Resetear el dispositivo eliminare todos los ajustes y lo dejare como si acabara de
salir de f'brica. Todas las configuraciones internas se configurar'n por defecto y sere como si tuvieras un ste de TracFone compleentetam nuevo. Ten en cuenta que resetear eliminar' todos los datos y archivos. Para aprender somo resetear tu ste de TracFone, does los siguientes pasos. 1 Apaga el-STE de Trafone. Mantan presionado el boton des
Ensendido Hasta que se apague la pantalla. El Boton des Ensendido se encuentra en la parte superb derecha del tel'fono. 2 Accede al-mene de recuperaci'n de Android. Mantan presionados los botones de subird (bot'n izquierdo del tel'fono), ensendido y el de mene (situado en el lado concede derecho del dispositivo). No sueltes los botons hasta que
aparezca el menet de recuperaci'n de Android. 3 vetha hasta la opci'n eliminar datos o reseteo de f'brica. Para llegar ella, presiona el boton de Bajar volumen hasta que se seleccione la opci'n Eliminar datos o reseteo de Febrick. 4 Selechchon Eliminar datos o reseteo de f'brica. Para seleccionar la Opcion, presiona el boton atras una hayas seleccionado
Eliminar datos o reseteo de f'brica. El Botan de Atras se encuentra en la eskina gives way to izquierda del Tel'fono. 5 Espera que concluya el proceso de eliminaci'n. El Teleco comenzare el proces de eliminaci'n una vez presiones el bot'n de atr's y se reiniciar' autom'ticamente. wikiHow es un wiki, lo que significa que muchos de nuestros art'culos est'n
escritos por varios autores. Para crear este articulate, autores voluntarios han trabajado para editarlo y mejorarlo con el tiempo. Este Arteculo ha Sido 47,717 veces. Categoryas: Telefonos y otros dispositivos Esta Pagina ha recibido 47 717 visitas. SearchClear searchClose searchGoogle appsMain menu Google Account
/www.google.com/tools/feedback/metric/report We very much welcome all users of THE. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn
how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a
qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device
description and information. Page 2 We are very welcome to all users of the ETA. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to
use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte
device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the key combination that allows you to take a screenshot IT.CO. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time time Check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and
information. Page 3Y very welcome all users of the CTE. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery
Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the
useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 4
We are very welcome to all users of the ETA. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to
successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps
that can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 5 We are very
welcome to all users of the ETA. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully
execute Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to perform factory reset to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or or in order to make it restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that
can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 6 We are very
welcome to all users of the ETE. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully
perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can
make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 7 We are very
welcome to all users of the ETA. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully
perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can
make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back up data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 8 We are very welcome
to all users of the ETE. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on a specific model that you're the owner and and how easy it is to collaborate with a qte device. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully
perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can
make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 9 We are very
welcome to all users of the ETE. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully
perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can
make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 10 We are very
welcome to all users of the E.P. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully
perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would submit hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for the qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make use
of your device a lot Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 11 We are very welcome to all users of
the E.P. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use
the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much
easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 12 We are very welcome to all users of the CTE.
Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the
settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much
easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 13 We are very welcome to all users of the CTE.
Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate it's easy to do that. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery mode to successfully run a hard Reset Reset or use the settings
menu to reboot the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier.
Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 14 We are very welcome to all users of the CTE. Especially
for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to
reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the
combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 15 We are very welcome to all users of the E.P. Especially for you, we
present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the
factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Learn the combination
which allows you to take a screenshot of your SEE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device and information. Page 16 We are very welcome to all users of the ETE. Especially for you, we present the products of zte
GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device.
Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to
take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 17 We are very welcome to all users of the E.P. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's
click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how
to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a
screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 18 We are very welcome to all users of the E.P. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on
the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully execute Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to perform reset to restore the device. Learn how to gently
reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. We'd like to introduce Hidden Hidden such as Fastboot or Recovery to solve system problems. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your
CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 19 We are very welcome to all users of the CTE. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model
that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device
when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use
our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 20 We are very welcome to all users of the CTE. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own
and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the
screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our
instructions to find the best apps, bypass a Google account, change language, back time data, check warranty, download firmware or just read devices and information. Page 21 We are very welcome to all users of the E.P. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with
the device so easy. Take a look at left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model here. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a
restart. To solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass
the Google account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 22 We are very welcome to all users of the CTE. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so
easy. Take a look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To
solve systemic problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes such as Fastboot or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to take a screenshot of your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google
account, change the language, back time data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Page 23 We very much welcome all users of the E.P. Especially for you, we present the products of zte GSM. Let's click on the specific model that you own and learn how to collaborate with the device so easy. Take a
look at the left side and check the instructions designed specifically for your model. In the first step, learn how to use Android Recovery Mode to successfully perform Hard Reset, or use the settings menu to reset the factory to restore the device. Learn how to gently reset your device when the screen is stuck or frozen to cause a restart. To solve systemic
problems, we would like to introduce hidden modes, such as Or Recovery. Learn tips and tricks for a qte device to learn all the useful apps that can make using your device much easier. Explore the combination of keys that allows you to your CTE. Let's use our instructions to find the best apps, bypass the Google account, change the language, back time
data, check the warranty, download the firmware or just read the device description and information. Information.
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